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How could you decolonize your subject area?

What areas of the curriculum you teach could you adapt to move away from perspectives in the curriculum that may no longer be accurate, reliable or culturally responsive?

  Some things to consider include how to remove the perspective of post-colonial thought, reflection on the way materials are presented, and discussion in the classroom.

I tend to teach quantitative stats--I think one simple

thing is to shift from my standard default dataset of

say, the British Social Attitudes survey, and move to

say the "Aftobarometer" with one country case

from that large survey--I would need my colleague

to introduce the case to the students--what is the

electoral system like, etc.  So, I think this would

move students out of their comfort zone.  The

challenges are twofold:

1) When you teach a subject like quantitative

methods that students find challenging for lack of

quant skills, you want familiarity with the data to

help students when they're stuck--as a non country

expert, this might be difficult for me using a less

familiar dataset.  2) big worry is that I'm not woke

enough--e.g. Argument that all statistics are part of

the white male hegemony.

Defining the

difference

between

decolonising and

an inclusive

curriculum

Use of more

diverse clinical

images and

patient

scenarios 

Use diverse role

models in lectures,

not just people

who have won

nobel prizes

(mainly white/

male) 

I teach a quantatative course but

What I see is that most research on

importsnt issues comes from US

and UK but hardly any good

reliable papers from other parts of

the world. We have 98% chinese

students on our programmes and

we have to resort to UK and US

research only . This seems to be a

bigger problem . For example,

good journals dont like to  publish

research on markets other than UK

and US.

Definitely scope to consider the origin of

teaching material, beyond it being tokenism.

For example many biological studies

underpinning "standard" knowledge may

have been originally carried out on white

male subjects. Therefore the applicability and

generalisability of findings to the wider popn

is debatable, in addition to issues around

being representative

Researching

contributions of

scientists from a

more diverse

background 
Ideally, the use of non-white

clinical images and examples for

teaching .The use of resources

and cases for small group

teaching that include patients

from diverse ethnic

backgrounds.

Shifting more

fieldwork to be urban

and more directly

signposted as

addressing societal

and environmental

problems

Look at the sources of

information and

acknowledge where they

come from- infact many

disiplines are already doing

this 

using examples

in teaching that

are from around

the world

more teaching

linked to case

studies from all

over the worl

Using diverse

scientists when we

talk about historical

perspectives; or

acknowleding their

absence if not

possible

Considering examples and sources

used.

Names of people in examples.

Mentioning/acknowledging that

content is limited to a 'Western'

tradition is a tiny start.

Investigate how subject is taught in

other traditions (difficult and

timeconsuming).

Teach in an interactive way that

invites students to suggest topics

and encourage different

viewpoints/ideas.

We've spoke about people in terms of decolonising, can we

include the specific subject content? For example, subjects

we find important to teach may be because they are big

issues in the UK/USA etc but don't represent issues in other

parts of the world. We should be looking at the global

impact of issues and not those that relate to only things that

'matter' or affect where we are based?

Get students involved in what has happened in the past e.g.

treatment of minorities in our specific  practice and find

other examples. Work in groups to address the failings and

how this translates to current day.

Create a platform for students to add their own ideas/

examples/suggestions of how things can be improved.

Build a short course that starts in Level 1 and builds up each

year. This would show it's importance and it's not just a 'one

off' discussion.

I teach psychology, which has

long recognised that the field

is based on WEIRD research.

The is a cultural shift for more

cross-cultural, research,

replcating findings in non-

WEIRD population, including

voiced of non WEIRD scholars

Engaging with a history of

racism in my discipline

and the legacies of slavery

and Empire

It's not as simple as changing

subject topics or themes - quite

apart from issues of retraining,

surely we as academics have a

responsibility to continue to

teach topics and subject areas

that are actively utilised in racist

ideology - obviously providing

alternative prespectives and

critiques of those racist

interpretations.

There is scope in some of the courses

I teach to embed discussions around

this topic in to the course itself. More

widely I would like to see efforts

made to share resources around this

to staff and students and to pursue

conversations around this between

staff and students. We have

embedded diversity and inclusion as

a topic without our current

UGcurriculum review so this is a

useful start/location for more work on

this

Arts probably

brings a useful

perspective on

the role of

language here

Stop pretending

that important

science comes

only from the

western

countries

Application

examples that

don't focus on

needs of

Western Europe

There needs to be more

engagement with the contested

histories and geographies of the

discipline I work in 'geography'

and a need to be more serious

about presencing diverse

histories- I think there's still a

strong tendency to 'whiten' the

hiestories and theoretical

perppectives that are being

taught

Involve students.

Collaborate on

curriculum design.

Make relevant to

students & staff. 

We could teach more

about the context of

how science is done,

and highlight that some

famous scientists with

things named after them

held problematic views.

Embedding

Equality and

Diversity case

studies into

courses

foregrounding the courses

with the context of global

inequalities and how my

discipline both

perpetuates this but could

address it

Teaching about the

diverse human body

when delivering

anatomy &

physiology; we are

not all white male

unlike the figs in text

books

Look out with the

university to

others in same

profession 

in questioning what counts as

valid knowledge we need to raise

questions about everything - the

context in which taken-for-

granted knowledge has been

produced, who has written it 

We try to teach

perspectives from around

the world and using

different epistemologies but

we are limited by the fact

that students don't all speak

the languages they would

need to be able to read

outside of European settler-

colonial languages.

Ensuring scientific ideas

are attributed i.e. more

referencing from an

earlier stage in degrees

including visual 'mugshot'

reference lists to

illustrate the status quo

of voices in the discipline

Meanigful changes to a

currently very white

reading list and also

reflection and

discussion with students

about creating an

inclusive curriculum

Highlighting the

different

scientific

priorities for

different

countries

There are so many ways this can be done from

variation of content to ways of engagement.

Discussion and opening safe spaces is important. I

have seen feedback from students that suggest

there is a desire for more decolonised engagement

so using co-creation approaches may also benefit

this as it we are all on a learning journey. Ensuring

that diversity is adequately reflected not just in

student body but in teaching staff is important too. I

wonder if there is a space to build reflection and

action into course design processes whereby we are

encouraged to show how new courses or course

revision seeks to address this issue in a way that is

not simply tokenistic - this may start to 'normalilse'

thinking on decolonisation oft he curriculum which

still can seem separate or distant from current

everyday practice.  

Ensure that all staff

know is not just an

organisational priority. 

The development of

allyship at individual

level should be a

mandatory requirement

of PDR. .  

make sure that

we use images

that are relevant

to people of all

races

Collaborate with

students to

examine their

own field of study

using examples of

ideas from a wider

range of sources.

acknowledging

perspectives may be

biased.

acknowledging

historical narratives

we could create a

course about how

knowledge(s) are

created and ask

students to critique

these approaches

early in their studies

Greater

diversity with

clinical

scenarios.

Increased discussion

around the cultural diversity

of our patient population

and how to be more

responsive and mindful of

tdifferences 

Working with staff to enable them to gain an

understanding of current social systems and

how they are influenced by the legacy of

slavery and colonialism. Support them to

change a historical narrative that does not

centre or privilege colonisers but re-frames the

stories to acknowledge and be representative

of our shared histories.

use images and

examples in

teaching that

highlight

diverse

backgrounds

Address the

elephant in the

room - we are

eurocentric -

good starting

point

Broadening teachings of

multiculturalism, having a

diverse curriculum that

celebrates work within

different cultures

whollistically and not

tokenistically

accurate and reliable kinda

go with science/medicjne ...

so it seems challenge is

more presentational  ... but

lots of white staff is not

going to change very

quickly as academics last

25-30 years

I think we need to

work across

colleges to fully

engage in anti-

racism both in the

curriculum and

university culture

Include

students in

all

discussions

Providing more opportunities

for reflective practice combined

with feedback digestion

activities, and skills auditing

alongside exploration of

graduate attributes i.e. why are

you doing this degree, what

support do you need,  what is

the meaning/purpose for you,

where do you lack confidence?

ensure that

E&D are part

of clinical

training 

strategy, teaching

materials, and

have set up a

group. At the start

of the process.

Revisiting the

problems of

'canon formation'

in relation to

structural racism

I've worked to try to

embed perspectives from

diverse scholars in the

course I convene at

masters level- but I think

there's still a long way to

go in seeing that as a

default starting position

We could highlight case

studies of concepts thought

to be the product of Western

Science which were actually

known to scientists in the

middle east much earlier

Active antiracism /

Active bystander

training with staff

and students - also

communications

skills training with

patients 

Examine where

knowledge has

come from-

history

important in

STEM too

i really like the idea of promoting staff

student partnership type projects as

students are often of a generation that

sees where issues are - there are some

nice examples of this happening in our

college but students need to be

rewarded or acknolweged for their

work in this area

Think about the

Univerity's collections

(Hunterian/Library)

through different

lenses

Include more

teaching practices

from the Global

South. These

should not be

condemned as

wrong. 

Involve patients and other

stakeholders - what are their

expectations/hopes/concerns

Given Mia's opening

comments - we need

to do more work with

students to help

develop a shared

language around all

of this

We could engage staff

and students in

discussions on who gets

to do science, what are

the barriers to

participation, and which

voices are amplified and

how this happens.

Bringing in more

voices in examples

used e.g. ensuring

we reflect the

diversity of lived

experience

try and ensure that

students understand

cultural and rligious

differences and cann

apply those when

trwating patients 

addressing all

areas of

inclusion aross

equality

domains 

Work to support students to

identify with their subjects- to

want to learn it, to become the

scientists of the future- also to

critique the subject and its

applications.

Speaking to

students about

their experiences

of teaching and

the curriculum

inviting students to

bring new readings

into the course

not all white people

are the same .. with

many nationalities

etc represented ..

we should be

mindful of all

diversity

Providing more

opportunities for

interdisciplinary and

inter-stage working,

co-design of the

curriculum with

students.

increasing

international

collaboration (e.g

on assessment,

through COIL) may

help us to bring in

diverse voices

We teach about the

differing  'power' that

languages have and

how historically

European languages

have dominated

international

publishing

Fostering

allyship and

acknowledging

white privilege

Open Book

club/reading

group around

this topic?

Ensure engaging

and interactive

unconscious bias

training across the

board and early in

a students learning

journey

I think there needs to sustained

action from the university to work to

challenge the whiteness of the

staffing profile of Glasgow- and that

has to be done in a co-ordinated

way across the institution- we've

recently had a post in our School

which is an attempt to do that- but

there needs to be a broader and

more structural approach taken by

the University in this regard

Working with Stakeholder

community groups through

conversations about living while

Black in Scotland today. 

How stakeholder community

groups see their history and

themselves being represented

in museums and what change

would look like. 

Push for better support of

outreach activity working with

WP team to improve

resourcing and targeting.

Include financial and practical

support to facilitate

involvement of PGs (our most

diverse cohort) without undue

burden and ensuring activity

can be credited by Grad

School.

Reflecting

critically on

and changing

the language

we use

Stop using average

white male as the

standard when it

comes to physiology

training oof

staff important

- need to bring

all on board

i wonder if there is an

opportunity for

collaborative work in this

area- e.g COIL or similar 

initiative projects which

allow more open

discussion and debate

from across the globe

There might be significant

differences between basic molecular

life sciences and medicine/human

focused biology.  For molecular/

cellular subjects race is less obvious

within the content.  The race of the

person teaching is however

obvious.  

structuring in

discussion of how

colonialism has directly

shaped the lives of

students

When the Nobel prize are

announced, as well as

celebrating the success, we

could highlight the lack of

awards to scientists from

diverse backgrounds.

growing international

diversity within our

student community

makes this issue

increasingly relevant

to more people

Revisit the marketing of

programmes to

prospective students-

proactively market to

those not seen as visibly

within this cohort. Think

about making visible

testimonies 

Work with my

students in

partnership to

identify areas

to decolonize

Co-creating

with

stuudents

Use students as

partners to help

decolonise- they

will be more

insightful, in many

cases, than the

staff 

Stop pretending

that scientific

practise and

systems are

objective and

without bias and

privilege.

need to address

staff profile

ensure diversity

in senior staff

positions 

Explore the influences

of colonial attitudes on

the evolution of health

care research

Incorporating the

concepts, definitions

and language into all

lecture material.

Explicitly discussing

privilege and

intersectionality

within all lectures

decolonising the

curriculum is directly

linked to the

development of critical

thinking skills

Make discussion a bigger

part of class and practical

activities. Recognise that

culture is as important as

knowledge. Make use of

documentaries such as

'Picture a Scientist' as

starting points for shared

experience and discussion.

engaging in conversations

 about 'multiculturalism' and

that in practice it does not

include 'interculturalism' but

it should.

i would argue

EDI  should be

part of all

student

curricula 

Make the

'hidden

curriculum'

more explicitMove beyond changing the

names in case studies to

teaching while acknowledging

our own privilege and

supporting others to recognise

and acknowledging theirs.

Acknowledging many of the

resources in collections /

archives are centred around

white, middle/upper-class

men. Highlighting collections

where this isn't the case (eg

Bishopsgate Institute, Black

Cultural Archives) and using

these in my teaching and

research.

Its about

awareness that

our staff and

students don't

feel 'part' of it 

Stop

tokenism

Improve signposting of

'alternative pathways/entry

routes' for every degree on

every webpage e.g. in the

entry requirements section

of each degree page have

connections to Access

courses, Summer School,

grants etc

Acknowledge lack of

cultural/family 'science

capital' for incoming

students and

consequently a lack of

confidence/comfort in

particular settings but

not a lack of scientific

ability


